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A word from
the editor...

Welcome to the Spring 2017 edition of Full
Potential.

As always it has been a busy few months at Down’s
Syndrome Scotland.
Awareness Week 2017 is fast approaching. Along
with all the usual fundraisers and events we are
planning a campaign to raise awareness of Down’s
syndrome to the general public. We will keep you
informed about this exciting project as it
progresses. There are lots of ways to get involved
this March, be sure to check out page 5 and
Fundraising Focus for more details of everything
that is going on.
We have lots of interesting stories in this issue.
From siblings experiences on page 6 and 7 to the
adventures of Scouts on page 11. We also have an
update from our branches on p12 and 13.
You will notice that there is a lot on policy in this
issue. It has been a busy time in our policy
department and we have lots of developments to
update you on, you can also find out about our
latest responses and consultations on our website.
The World Down Syndrome Congress in Glasgow
is only a year away. On page 13 we find out more
about the Commissioners programme.

WELCOME

We were delighted to welcome Mairi Printie as our
new office administrator and Angela Turner who
has taken up the post of Commissioners project
worker.
With this magazine you will also find our
fundraising magazine ‘Fundraising Focus’ and for
some of you the second edition of ‘Limitless’ a
magazine for adults with Ds. If you have not
received a copy of either of these and would like
one please let me know.
As always we are so grateful to everyone who has
contributed to this magazine, I hope you all enjoy
reading it. We would love to hear your feedback,
so please let us know what you think of this edition
via Facebook, Twitter or by email
(editor@dsscotland.org.uk).
If there is anything we can help
with please do get in touch.

Claire Bothwell
Editor of
Full Potential

In January we bid farwell to our Office
Administrator Lauren Forbes and Joanna Coulter,
who worked with us on many projects including
Family Support, Friends Connect and most recently
the Commissioners programme for WDSC18. We
wish them both all the best for the furture.
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HEADLINES

Adelaide McKay Wins Face
of The Scottish Kids Show

Adelaide, from Turriff, was selected from hundreds
of entries as the winner of the Face for The
Scottish Kids Show (Baby Section) 2016. The show
was held in November 2016. Adelaide’s parents
Brett and Angela were delighted that Adelaide was
chosen as one of the winners.
Angela said “Brett and I were ecstatic, we hoped
she would be chosen, she is beautiful and we
wanted to show those beautiful eyes to the world.
We feel so proud of Adelaide and we felt that
because she was one of the winners we would
use this positive success to highlight that any child
regardless of abilities can attain their dreams and
successes.”

Down’s Syndrome Scotland
awarded Grant to Develop
Online Resource Hub
We were thrilled at the end of 2016 when we
found out our application to Children, Young
People & Families Early Intervention Fund and
Adult Learning & Empowering Communities Fund
had been successful for an online parental learning
hub that will be developed over the next 2 years.
This project will strengthen the support we offer
parents through our existing parental workshop
programme by delivering online learning
materials and publications free of charge.
We will update you on this as the project
progresses.
4
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The Label
by Caroline White

Caroline White, Family Ambassador for Mencap,
has written a book ‘The Label’ as a real and
honest insight into what it means, and doesn’t
mean, to have a child with Down’s syndrome
today.
“The book’s intention is to illustrate that all of
our paths are individual and ours to shape and
shouldn’t be bound by clinical notes in a text
book or anyone else’s experience.” Caroline
White
Caroline’s eldest son was diagnosed with Down’s
syndrome twenty-four hours after his birth.
Caroline began researching all there was to know
about the diagnosis, only to be left with
feelings of fear and despair of the unknown. As
time passed and the love for her baby grew, she
put the books away and began to embrace and
cherish her son and their life together. Caroline
would like other parents to learn from her
experience, embrace the early weeks, and
understand that every child with Down’s
syndrome is unique and that we should not let
anything dictate how we view a child with Down’s
syndrome or predict the path each child will take
through life.
“Nicely written, captures the early years well.
It is a very personal and individual journey that is
presented.” - Parent member.
We have several copies of this book in our library
if you would like to borrow it please email
reception@dsscotland.org.uk.
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Down’s Syndrome Awareness
Week 2017

by Claire Bothwell, Communications Officer
As ever we have lots going on during Awareness
Week 2017, which runs from Monday 20th March
to Sunday 28th March. There are plenty of ways
that you can join us by raising awareness and
fundraising during the week, and indeed the whole
month of March.
Lots of Socks
Lots of Socks will be happening again this year.
This year why not take the idea to your workplace
or child’s school. You can keep it simple and ask
everyone to wear silly socks and donate £1 or you
can use it as a valuable opportunity to teach those
around you more about Down’s syndrome. We
have lots of fundraising ideas and a Lots of Socks
resource pack that can help you along the way.
Don’t forget people can also sponsor you by
texting SOCK21 £3 to 70070.
Tea for 21
This year we have a new exciting event for the
month of March, Tea for 21. The possibilities are
endless - you could choose to have a afternoon
tea in your local community. It is also a great way
to promote inclusion and encourage people with
Down’s syndrome to become an active community
member. If you would like us to send you a
Tea for 21 pack please contact
fundraising@dsscotland.org.uk.
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Light it up
Last year we lit up buildings and landmarks across
Scotland blue and yellow. We want to do the same
again this year and hope to get some more places
taking part. This is not only an brilliant way to get
our message out there, it also provides the
perfect platform to raise awareness of Down’s
syndrome in the press and to challenge the stigma
within the wider public. If you have any
connections with any places that you think would
look great lit up we would love to hear from you.
Health report
As you will read on page 20, Rachel, our Policy
Officer, has been working on a Health Report
based on the recent survey that went out to our
membership. This report will be published and
presented at the Scottish Parliament during
Awareness Week. This is sure to be a great event,
more details about this will be published closer to
the time.
Events around the country
Many of our branches are planning Awareness
Week parties so keep your eyes peeled for more
details on our website.
Don’t forget to tell us what you are doing to
celebrate Down’s Syndrome Awareness week!
Tweet us @DSScotland or write us a post on our
Facebook page Down’s Syndrome Scotland.

www.dsscotland.org.uk
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FAMILY

Me and My Brother

by Duncan McKnight

I’m the sandwich filler in my family. I have an older
brother and a younger sister. As brothers we get
on with our sister but not with each other, like two
negative forces. My brother was born with Down’s
syndrome. It changed the way he was and the way
his life would be.
I have never become very close to him. He has his
interests and I have mine. After school, he changes
his clothes and listens to his roundabout of songs
ranging from all genres. He has dinner and
usually ascends to his fortress of solitude to watch
TV before bed.
Another thing that comes with his extra
chromosome package is his short temper. If a dark
cloud comes onto his sunny day, it becomes a
heated argument about why he wants you to go
away and never darken his world again.
However, it isn’t all bad. His happy personality can
bring a smile to anyone’s day. He’s fun to be around
and good to talk to as he will happily tell you his life
story or what he’s doing over the coming weeks. He
might greet you happily when you come in the door
and ask you what you’ve been doing. He is also
funny, and will sing, dance and do impressions like
a stand-up comedy show.
He is never sad or upset or depressed in any way
because he doesn’t have anything to worry about.
Who he is and the things and jokes he does let him
get away with anything however bad and makes
him good company.

usually because he gets food and nobody bothers him.
I occasionally forget he is my older brother. But then I
feel he would be nicer to me if I spoke to him more and
tried to bridge the not so distant gap between us.
Tips for managing and supporting sibling
relationships
Be open and honest. Explain how Ds affects their
sibling.
Acknowledge all emotions – let them know its
OK to express any feelings they have about their
sibling with Ds.
Limit their caring responsibilities.
Be fair, and where possible, keep rules
consistent.
Give them space.
Don’t torture yourself ….accept natural sibling
differences and rivalry.
Consider sibling support groups, such as Young
carers.

•
•
•
•

•
He can quickly retreat back to the world in his mind •
where everything is perfect and leaves you hanging
for a while to get him back to reality. I sometimes
•
want to leave for a while and take a break from this
“madness” but something about it holds me back.
His relationship with the rest of the family is a
strong one as he has the tendency to treat
everyone in the same manner and to sit quietly
and think. He enjoys visits to Grandma’s and Gran’s
6

Your Local Family Support Officer will be able to
offer you support and information about this, you
can contact them on 0131 442 8840 or email
info@dsscotland.org.uk.
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by Flora Lironi MacIntyre

My name is Flora Lironi MacIntyre. I am 10 years
old and I have two big sisters, one big brother and
a twin brother. I am the youngest girl out of my
whole family. I am going to tell you about my big
sister Matilda who is 13 years old.
My earliest memory of Matilda is she would always
pick me up around the tummy and then drop me
on the floor. I would always get a really sore
bottom, then she would laugh. I saw in a photo
that Matilda didn’t really like me or Sonny when we
were first born. In the photo Matilda was glaring
at us. I think it was because she didn’t understand
who we were and was kind of scared.
I enjoyed going to school with Matilda, on my first
day of school I was a bit nervous, but it was ok
because Matilda was always looking out for me.
She showed me where to put my schoolbag and
coat. I liked being in the same class as Matilda so
that I wasn’t all alone. When I was in P1 she helped
me with my spelling and she always told me how
much she loves me.
Sometimes the teachers asked me what Matilda
was saying when they didn’t understand her, which
made me feel glad I could help because I am with
her more and I understand what she is saying.

Flora with Matilda now.
I was very sad when Matilda left to go to Sanderson
High School because I have never been in school
without her. She leaves in the taxi every day at
8:00am and her best friend Jenna goes in the taxi
with her. They have lots of fun together and are
very similar.
Sandford Primary has fifty pupils and Sanderson
High has a hundred pupils so sometimes I worry
that she will get lost, but I know she’ll probably not.
The reason I am sad about Matilda leaving school is
because she would always make me feel a lot better
when I was sad and she was very fun to play with at
break time.
Last month I taught Matilda how to ride a bike she
is now very good at riding a bike and I am very
proud. I used to need to hold her all the way round
the field which was very hard, but I really enjoyed
doing this with her.
I really like going to gymnastics with Matilda as I
can see her improve in things. Though sometimes
she embarrasses me, like when she wears shorts
which she pulls up way too high.
The best things about having Matilda as my big
sister are - she is always willing to play, wrestle,
play in the snow, sing, dance and loves playing
pranks. She also talks for me when we’re out
because I am quite shy.

Flora at aged 2 with Matilda aged 5.
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One last thing about my big sister Matilda, I love
her very very much, she is always happy to sing and
dance in front of anyone and great at making new
friends wherever she goes, she also has Down’s
syndrome. I’m so glad she’s my big sister!

www.dsscotland.org.uk
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POLICY

by Rachel le Noan, Policy Officer

Policy update

The last six months have been a busy time in terms
of policy and we have a lot to update you on.
Screening
The UK Department of Health has approved
the roll-out of Non-Invasive Prenatal Testing (NIPT)
as part of the screening process in England. This
will be done gradually over an initial 3-year period
alongside a programme of staff training. The
Department of Health expects NIPT to first be
offered across NHS maternity services in England in
2018/19. Further to this decision the Scottish
Government confirmed that no change will be
made to the pregnancy screening programme in
Scotland at present since health is a devolved issue.
Last November Down’s Syndrome Scotland sent a
briefing on NIPT to all MSPs, the Chief Medical
Officer and the Chief Nursing Officer calling for:
1. The establishment of a group to look into
the development of quality information
for prospective parents about the offer of
screening and the screening pathway.
2. The development of training resources for
health professionals delivering care along the
screening pathway, including the provision
of accurate, balanced and current information
about Down’s syndrome.
3. Assurances that private providers will adhere to
agreed standards and that effective monitoring/
regulations will be in place.
We have been informed that the Scottish Screening
Committee will consider the recommendation from
the UK National Screening Committee regarding
NIPT in early 2017.
We are in contact with the Scottish Government on
this issue and will keep you informed of any
decision in due course.
Allied Health Professionals (AHPs)
We continue to work on a ‘Down’s Syndrome
Specific Care Pathway for children 0-3 Years’ which
will set a minimum standard for all Health Boards
8

across Scotland and this is progressing well. Along
with the pathway, a series of postcards will be
published to help parents identify when they and
their baby may need extra support from
specialist professionals like physiotherapists,
occupational therapists or dieticians. We organised
a photoshoot in our office and the pictures will
be used to illustrate the postcards. The postcards
should be ready in the next couple of months and
we hope new parents will find these helpful. We
would like to thank again all the families who took
part in the photoshoot last December.
Blue Badge Pilot Scheme
Following the introduction of the pilot scheme in
April 2016, we asked members who applied for a
badge under the scheme to send us feedback on
the application process and whether they were
successful or not. Thirteen families contacted us
to share their experience. The majority of families
were successful in applying for a badge under the
scheme - you told us how it makes everyday life
much easier from being able to park close to your
flat to making visits to the hospital less stressful.
We also understand from the Family Support
Service that not all local authorities were aware
of the scheme at first and that some still appear
reluctant to assess applications based on the new
criteria which may explain why a couple of families
were still unsuccessful with their application.
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Along with your evidence we reported this back to
the Scottish Government. We understand that the
findings from the evaluation will be published in
early 2017. This will inform the Minister’s
decision to make permanent changes to the
scheme or not. We will therefore keep you
informed of any decision in due course but would
hope to see this extension continued.

Employment
For the past couple of years we have been
doing some work to try and increase the number of
Modern Apprenticeships available to young people
with learning disabilities. Progress has been slow
but Skills Development Scotland has now agreed on
a pilot scheme for 10 people aged 16-29 years old
that will offer a couple of places to young people
with Ds. The pilot led by ENABLE Scotland, will run
for a year until March 2018 and apprentices will be
paid. We hope that the pilot will help identify the
main barriers for people with Ds in accessing MAs
at present and that the final evaluation will lead to
permanent changes to the scheme. At the time of
writing, we received a couple of
applications for the scheme which we forwarded
to ENABLE and we will monitor progress as the
scheme develops.
We have also been invited to take part in the
Learning Disability Employment Task Group, which
has been established by the Scottish Commission
for Learning Disability. The purpose of the Task
Group is to consider the recommendations in the
recently published report, Mapping the
Employability Landscape for People with
Learning Disabilities in Scotland. It will seek to
influence national policy and practice in terms of
employability, education, and training and in
benefits allocation, to increase the numbers of
people with a learning disability in Scotland in
Spring 2017
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employment of 16 hours or more earning at least
the minimum wage. The first meeting took place in
February and the group will report on progress in
2018.
CVs
In order for our members to maximise their
chances of employment we would encourage
parents/carers to work on a CV if their
son/daughter is looking for a job and/or about to
finish school/college. We have put an exemplar CV
on our website (www.dsscotland.org.uk/our-services/for-parents-carers-of-adults/family-supportservice/). If you would like further support with
this, please contact your Family Support Officer or
call us on 0131 442 8840.

Policy Panel
We are always keen to hear about your experiences
– it helps us to reply to consultations and gives us
greater say in working groups set up by the Scottish
Government and it means we can tell real life lived
examples.
Over the past few months members of DSS Policy
Panel were given opportunities to comment on
topics like the new national health and social care
standards or the provision of speech and language
therapy.
You don’t need to attend meetings just be willing to
read briefings and reply to those that are relevant
to you and your family. If you think this may be
of interest to you and would like to join our Policy
Panel please contact Rachel on 0131 442 8849 or at
Rachel@dsscotland.org.uk.

www.dsscotland.org.uk
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CONGRESS

Commissioners Programme
by Joanna Coulter

The World Down Syndrome Congress (WDSC)
Glasgow 2018 is now creeping upon us. It feels like a
long way away, but in reality with all the
preparation, it will come round pretty quickly.
As part of the WDSC Glasgow 2018 we are recruiting
24 volunteer adults with Down’s syndrome, who will
act as commissioners and hosts.
Our Lead Commissioners, Sam Ross, Andrew
McIntyre and Stuart Campbell are already in post.
Sam and Stuart travelled to India and attended the
WDSC 2015. They had a great experience, and were
a big part of the Congress, including the Handover
Ceremony in preparation for WDSC Glasgow 2018.
As part the handover, Down’s Syndrome Scotland
produced a film which included Andrew McIntyre
interviewing the First Minister of Scotland, Nicola
Sturgeon. If you haven’t seen this brilliant film, you
will soon be able to view it on our website.
The 3 Lead Commissioners will be ‘The Face’ of the
WDSC Glasgow 2018. They will work with project
staff in developing the training and
recruitment materials and processes needed to
ensure that a wide range of people with Down’s
syndrome are involved from around Scotland in the
Commissioner and Hosts training programme. In
addition they will co-deliver training to hotel staff
and taxi drivers in Glasgow in preparation for the
influx of people with Ds in July 2018.

the audience at the beginning and end of the
sessions, delivering sessions about their lives in
Scotland, ceremonial duties during the opening and
handover ceremonies, and administration and
registration duties, and much more.
In addition to this, closer to the time we will be
recruiting 12 Hosts. Hosts will also help during the
WDSC Glasgow 2018. They will be given duties
alongside a parent/carer or staff member and will
be working a shift pattern. More information about
the Hosts roles will appear closer to the time.
During the project Commissioners and Hosts will
develop their own learning log, with set personal
challenges. The learning logs will be a great addition
to their own personal Curriculum Vitae.

We hope to keep you up to date with what the Lead
Commissioners are doing on a regular basis through
social media and further articles.

The aim for this project is for Commissioners and
Hosts to gain and develop a wide range of
experiences and skills.

Soon the Lead Commissioners alongside their
Project Worker will be advertising for nine further
Commissioners. The nine Commissioners will
undertake a training programme to ensure that they
lead on the involvement of people with Down’s
syndrome from around the world at the WDSC
Glasgow 2018. They will be trained and supported
to undertake formal duties during the event, which
may include introducing and thanking speakers to

We are really looking forward to recruiting
Commissioners and getting ready for WDSC Glasgow
2018….it’s going to be great!

10
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where you can sign up to receive updates about
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Scouting - More Fun than you can
Shake a Stick at!

by William Mackay, Leo’s Dad

When Leo was born we didn’t know how able he
would be in any areas of his life, but one thing we
did know was that we would do our best to make
his life as inclusive as possible, in as many areas as
possible. With one older sister, a younger brother
and sister, there was always going to be a lot going
on around him.
We were lucky enough for him to attend
mainstream nursery, primary, and presently
secondary school in the town where we live and he’s
Leo with members of his scout group.
always joined in after schools activities, sports and
L-R; Leo, Kirk, Dad and Amber.
clubs where the support we’ve received has always
been fantastic.
2 night trip including a 8 mile hike, activities, camp
fire and songs; a 12 mile October night
One such club he joined at age 7 was our local Cubs hike from 7pm to midnight, culminating in camp
group. As a keen Scout myself during my youth, I
sleepover; a week-long summer camp.
knew Leo would have the opportunities to learn
new skills, independence and be a valued member
Summer camps contain the biggest opportunity for 		
of the community.
			
“It’s not just what
Leo can Leo to flourish and grow.

			
Usually paired with an older 		
learn from scouts,
but
Our Cub leaders needed time to
			
scout, Leo helps to set up
get to know Leo, so for the first what the scouts
			
can learn camp, cook, clean dishes, tidy
five weeks I attended the group
			
camp, cut firewood with an 		
from Leo.”
as a parent helper. During his first
			
axe and saw, start fire with
year there was a two night away trip to a scout
flint and steel, fetch water, and join in all activities
centre 70 miles from home. As it was early days, I
such as rifle shooting and canoeing.
took him the second day, meaning one night’s stay
away from home. He joined in all the activities –
Leo is now 15 and attends Explorers. Scouting has
canoeing, raft building, high wires, etc. He slept in
exposed Leo to a wide range of practical and social
a room with three other boys who knew him from
skills and he loves being with kids his own age. The
school. The second trip of the year was a 2-night
atmosphere is one of friendship and acceptance.
district camp where I stayed too, however I was only One of his scout leaders recently said “It’s a privilege
really needed at night and in the morning for
to have Leo in our group. It’s not just what Leo can
personal hygiene purposes and the fact that he
learn from scouts, but what scouts can learn from
woke at 6am.
Leo”.
When Leo was 11 he joined Scouts and I became
a Scout Leader, mainly to lighten the load for the
other leaders (plus it gave me an excuse to do fun
things too!).

We can highly recommend Scouts as an activity for
your son or daughter. Give your local group a try.
For more information on Scouts and to find your
local group visit www.scouts.org.uk.

Every year of Scouts Leo has been on a Big Nosh, a
Spring 2017
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BRANCHES

Children in Need

This year we were lucky enough to receive a grant from Children in Need to support local activities for
children run by our branches. Here our branches tell us how they are using the grant they have received.
We decided to use the grant for the
running costs of the group such as the cost
of the hall and providing activities for the
children that attend. We are also
going to be doing a sing and sign session
for our younger children.

The grant pays for music sessions for
children at our Activities club. These
individualised sessions offer the child the
opportunity to choose what they want to
play and to express themselves through
music.

Highlands and

We have expanded our regular
activities for young people. It will
help us to continue our Toddler
group in Paisley and allow us to
provide more activities at our
Saturday Youth Club including a
session with Happy Days Cook
School! We also used the grant to
fund our trip to the panto and our
annual Saturday afternoon Karaoke
outing.

Centra

West of
Scotland

Ayrsh

We are putting the money towards our annual
trip to Whitaugh Park. The trip is for families to
attend and experience outdoors activities
together! It’s a fun weekend for all and also
offers support to parents and siblings.
12
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We plan to use the money on group events
for children and their parents to enjoy
together. This will include some active
events like tubing, indoor football and ice
skating as well as theatre trips. We also
hope to organise a boat trip to see the
dolphins!

We have used the money to start up a Cinema Club,
running monthly private cinema screenings. The
Cinema Club has been a great addition to the branch
activities and parents have expressed how much
they value this and how nice it is to be able to enjoy
a cinema experience which is more adapted for the
needs of their family.

Highlands and Islands
Grampian
Angus
Tayside
and Fife

Central
Edinburgh
So far we have used our grant for a trip
to Perth Playhouse cinema where our
younger members and their families
enjoyed a private screening of Finding
Dory. We also used the grant to fund
our Christmas party!

West of
Scotland
Ayrshire

We have used the grant towards
pantomime tickets for some of our
branch members, we also hope to use
it to support our Magic Stars Group
for young people aged 12 to 16.
Spring 2017
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EDUCATION

Supporting your Child
Through Puberty
by Morag Dalrymple, Family Support Service Officer
Historically there has been a misconception
that people with learning disabilities couldn’t
or shouldn’t be taught about how their bodies
change during adolescence. We now know that
not broaching this with children and young people
can lead to inappropriate and challenging
behaviours in the future. It’s so important that
people with Down’s syndrome grow up feeling
comfortable with their body, that they have an
understanding of what their body can do and
have an awareness of socially acceptable
boundaries.

Young people with Down’s syndrome need
support to behave in socially appropriate ways
and we know that the more that these
appropriate behaviours are reinforced with praise
the better.

All parents can find this difficult to do but of
course there are added challenges and worries
when you are the parent of someone with Down’s
syndrome. Puberty is a biological process that can
occur between the ages of 8 -16. This can mean
that a young persons body is going through the
same processes, the same hormonal changes
as their typically developing peers but delayed
development means that they will not have the
same understanding of what is happening. This
can make it a really scary time for your child. The
more they are prepared for these changes the
less anxiety they will feel. Start talking to your
child about their body from an early age – give
body parts their medical term, tell them what
the different ‘jobs’ the body parts do are. As their
understanding grows, build on this knowledge.
Look for opportunities in everyday life to start the
conversations.
As parents, it is important that you are
comfortable talking about puberty. Children with
Down’s syndrome can be excellent at picking up
on your body language and facial expressions so if
you are feeling embarrassed they are likely to pick
up on it.

14

Teach self help skills, basic manners, hand shakes
or high fives for strangers. Hugs and kisses should
be for parents/ immediate family only. Sitting
on the teachers knee aged 5, or kissing all their
friends is often considered cute when children
are little. Its no longer ‘cute’ when the child is 15
years old, by which time it is a learned behaviour.
Your child should be encouraged to be as
independent as possible – this can be a tricky
balance to get right.
The Family Support Service are running a new
parental workshop on this topic, details of these
and our other workshops can be found on our
website.
“Workshop was very informative and has given
me lots of suggestions. In fact, it was so good that
I’ve recommended it to my son’s school to help
them with ‘Keeping me Safe’. “ - Moira, Parent.
If you would like more information on discussing
puberty with your child contact the Family Support
Service.
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Resources
There are lots of resources out there that could help you
talk to your child about Puberty. These books are
available from our library which gives you a great
opportunity to check if they are suitable for your child
before you buy them. For more information on our library
and how to access the book please email
reception@dsscotland.org.uk.
We have a ‘Let’s Talk about
Puberty’ booklet that is
available to download from our
website. You can also request a
hard copy through your local
Family Support Officer.

‘Teaching Children with Down’s
Syndrome about Their Bodies,
Boundaries and Sexuality’
by Terri Couwenhoven.

‘Personal Hygiene: what’s
it got to do with Me’
by Pat Crissey
‘What’s Happening to Ellie?’ and
‘What’s Happening to Tom?’
by Kate E. Reynolds

‘Taking Care of Myself’
by Mary Wrobel

•
•
•
•
•

Top Tips

Practice with a friend or relative how you will explain things. It’s more difficult than you think to explain
a complex subject using really simple language.
Start early, and build on previous knowledge – learning about puberty isn’t a one time lesson!
Check what your child already understands – often children will copy words they have heard in the
playground but have no understanding of the meaning.
Use visuals to aid your child’s understanding.
Use medical terminology as early as possible to avoid confusion during hospital visits, or G.P
consultations.
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Autoimmunity in people with
Down’s Syndrome

Dr Georgina Williams, Clinical Research Fellow, National Institute of Health Research, Biomedical
Research Unit, University Hospitals Bristol Education Centre.
People with Down’s syndrome are at
increased risk of developing autoimmune
conditions such as diabetes, thyroid and coeliac
disease (a condition affecting the gut). Most people
with Down’s syndrome will not be affected by these
conditions, but because of the increased risk it is
important that you are aware of signs to look out
for that may suggest that you or the person you
care for should discuss further with a health
professional.

Every baby has their thyroid function checked in
the newborn period. Those with Down’s syndrome
should be checked again at a year and then once a
year after that.

Diabetes
There are 2 types of diabetes, type 1 and type 2.
Children with Down’s syndrome are more likely to
develop type 1 which is treated with insulin. It is
important that diabetes is diagnosed and treated
early. The symptoms of type 1 diabetes are
described as the 4T’s (Diabetes UK);
• Toilet - Going to the toilet a lot, bed wetting
by a previously dry child or heavier nappies in
babies.
• Thirsty - Being really thirsty and not being able
to quench the thirst.
• Tired - Feeling more tired than usual.
• Thinner - Losing weight or looking thinner than
usual.

Coeliac Disease
In people with Coeliac disease the gut reacts to
gluten which is contained in certain foods mostly
wheat, barley and rye. People with Down’s
syndrome are more likely to develop coeliac
disease than the general population although it is
still uncommon. The symptoms of coeliac disease
can vary but include tummy pain, a bloated tummy,
tiredness and weight loss. Coeliac disease is treated
by a special diet which does not contain any gluten.

If you or the person you care for has these
symptoms you should go straight to the
doctor as it is very important that diabetes is
treated quickly.

The test is either done by a small finger prick or
a normal blood test. By the time a person with
Down’s syndrome is a teenager 15 – 20% will have
an under active thyroid gland, this can be treated
with medicine that replaces the thyroid hormone.

Currently people with Down’s syndrome are not
routinely tested for coeliac disease but tests should
be considered if there is concern about any of the
possible symptoms. If you are concerned that you
or the person you care for has coeliac disease you
should discuss this with your doctor.

The FADES Study
The University of Bristol is currently running a
study to look at why people with Down’s syndrome
Thyroid
are at increased risk of these autoimmune
People with Down’s syndrome should have
conditions. The Feeding and Autoimmunity in
regular blood tests to check that they do not have
Down’s Syndrome (FADES) study follows babies
any thyroid problems. The thyroid gland produces
with Down’s syndrome from birth to see how
hormones that help control how fast the body uses events in their early lives may influence certain
up energy, to help maintain the body’s temperature autoimmune condictions which babies with Down’s
and have an effect on growth. Symptoms of an
syndrome are at increased risk of developing.
under active thyroid gland vary but include feeling The study is recruiting babies under the age of 8
cold, tiredness, constipation, dry skin and hair.
months from across the UK and following them
until they are 5 years old.
16
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What does the study involve?
Thanks to the help and support of Down’s
Syndrome Scotland and the Down’s Syndrome
Association the study is advertised to new parents,
if they are interested in taking part the majority of
the study can be done at home and does not
require additional appointments. The study
includes detailed questionnaires which can be
completed online or on paper. These ask about
babies feeding, the issues that families have with
feeding and what support they receive. From this
study we may be able to help families in the future
by identifying the issues with feeding, dispelling
myths and identifying where support could be
improved. The questionnaires also asks about
medical conditions, infections and a little bit about
family history.
The study also involves collecting samples including
some cells, collected by rubbing the inside of the
baby’s cheek with a soft swab, these will be used
to look at the baby’s genes especially those we
know are associated with autoimmune conditions.
We are also collecting stool samples to look at the
natural bacteria that live in the gut which is
considered to have an effect on the development
of immunity. Urine samples are collected to see if
there are any signs of any of the babies
developing diabetes although we expect that very
few will develop diabetes during the 5 years that
they are in the study. We are also collecting small
blood samples from heel pricks which will be used
to see if there are any antibodies associated with
autoimmune conditions.
The Research Team
The study is being led by Professor Julian HamiltonShield, Dr Kathleen Gillespie and Dr Georgina
Williams. Professor Hamilton- Shield and Dr
Gillespie both have a long standing interest in
children with Down’s Syndrome and have
previously published articles on Down’s syndrome
and Diabetes. Dr Georgina Williams is a paediatric
registrar, this study will form part of her Clinical
PhD in Child Health.
The study is sponsored by the University of Bristol
and is funded by the National Institute of Health
Research, Bristol Biomedical Research Unit in
Nutrition.
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Update
We are thrilled to say that we now have 50 fantastic
families enrolled in the FADES study and continue to
get more every month. Four of our babies have just
recently celebrated their 2nd birthday, one of whom is
now a big sister!!
Our families have been completing the questionnaires
mostly online providing us with a detailed picture of
their experiences of feeding a new baby with Down’s
syndrome. These have ranged from families who have
exclusively breastfed their babies to those that have
experienced difficulties with feeding and required
intervention. We are also getting information on the
medical problems that they face and the range of
professionals involved in their care.
We have also had success in our sample collection,
families have been collecting stool samples and urine
samples at home using the kits that we provide. Blood
samples have been coordinated with routine
appointments.
Contact Us….
If you are interested in finding out more
about this study please contact us at
fades-study@bristol.ac.uk or telephone
0117 342 1756.

www.dsscotland.org.uk
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Our Journey so Far

by Mark MacDougall

My younger daughter Amy was born, in 2011, with
Trisomy 21. She, along with big sister Cara (born 21
months earlier), are the loves of my life.
But it has not been an easy road.
Cara came after two early-term miscarriages and a
pregnancy with a mix of wonder, excitement, and
apprehension. There was time to get things ready,
and Cara received lots of attention in the womb.
After a fairly typical labour in the birthing room, she
arrived! Then the crash team had to be called to
resuscitate her. The sound of a baby crying truly is
the most beautiful sound in the world.
Our happy family party was pooped as my wife was
rushed to theatre due to blood loss and a placenta
that was quite happy where it was. For the next few
hours it was just me and Cara – a
precious bonding time I won’t forget. Thankfully
Cara doesn’t remember my looped repertoire of
“Rock-a-bye-baby” and “Twinkle twinkle”!
Amy arrived in much different circumstances.
Again my wife had a painful pregnancy (due
to pelivic pain caused by Symphysis Pubis
Dysfunction). This time around, for me at least,
there was little of the wonderment or “in-womb”
attention like before: with a one year old to look
after time and energy were in shorter supply.
I didn’t realise it at the time, but I was on the
slippery slope to being diagnosed with
depression in 2013. There had been indications
over the years that could have warned me, but I
didn’t or wouldn’t see them.
Amy’s Combined Ultrasound and Biochemical
screening brought the highest statistical risk of a
genetic abnormality. We discussed this and both
agreed we wanted to go ahead without a
diagnostic test, but we also went for a private
screening which gave a much lower risk.
18

A consultant at a later ultrasound chastised us for
doing this, but as the “parents to be” we did not have
his luxury of emotional detachment.
The day of Amy’s birth I could sum it up in one word
– “pressure”. Various things caused this, including
having to leave an unwell Cara (later diagnosed with
pneumonia) at home, and drive the slow, 18-mile
journey, back to the hospital with my wife in agony.
Everything felt out of my control, and the building
physical pressure I felt inside is uncomfortably vivid
to this day.
Amy was delivered in a triage room about 10 mins
after we made the maternity unit. As soon as I saw
her I knew she had Down’s syndrome, and I felt so
little warmth towards her.
She spent two weeks in the special care unit. Two
weeks during which I wanted my love towards her to
spark, but it didn’t. This was painful to my wife, and a
darkness inside of me.
Amy at last started to take from a bottle at about 6
months old, and from then on I began to feel a bond.
I took Additional Paternity Leave and spent a lot of
quality time with both girls, including working with
Amy on her physiotherapy exercises. However, my
mental health continued downhill, with problems at
work causing me an increase in symptoms.
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It wasn’t until I got on a Mindfulness course last
year that I got back on track. Unfortunately, by
then, I had moved out of the family house for their
sake.
Since then my relationship with my girls has
improved a lot , and it is such a heart-warming
feeling to hear Amy shouting “Father” as she runs
(in her own way) to hug me when I come in!

Full potential

was delighted to be “Mary” in the nativity, and
stronger, though we have a wheelchair for anything
more than a short walk. She has also proved to be a
natural at weekly horse riding lessons through our
local RDA.

As parents we have had a lot of great help and
advice from Jo Hughes over the years, who has also
provided a lot of valuable input more recently by 		
			
attending Amy’s Child’s
“I
love
my
children
equally,
She loves imaginative play with
			
Plan meetings. The parental 		
but with Amy			
I feel it is a workshops have also been
dolls, kitchen, hairdressing and
doctors sets, and is a huge
			
very helpful for us for things 		
different
kind
of
love
Disney fan – a “Princess” dress
			
to try and implement at
encompassing
a greater
is fairly standard attire for her!
			home.
She attends a weekly dancing
range and acuteness
of
class, taking part in their annual
			
After having been deferred 		
feelings of protection,
show at the local theatre, and
			
a year Amy will start school
is keen to strut her stuff on her
			
in August. Her playgroup 		
fear, hope and
joy.”
own or with whoever is sitting
			
and school are doing a lot
with her when “Strictly” or other dancing is on TV.
of work for the transition. Amy is very excited about
it and just wants to be a big girl.
Her language is steadily improving, through the
Glasgow ABC group and local Speech & Language
I love my children equally, but with Amy I feel it is
sessions, and she can be a right wee chatterbox
a different kind of love: one cognisant of the dark
when the mood takes her.
months following her birth, and encompassing a
greater range and acuteness of feelings of
Attending playgroup daily has benefitted her
protection, fear, hope and joy. I am now better able
socially and physically: she is more confident, she
to cope with these emotions and daily life, and feel
that I have benefiited from all the difficult times I
have been through.
Each new day is a fresh start, filled with the
wonderment that my children bring. Whatever the
challenges ahead, I now feel our future’s bright –
the future is full of potential.

Our Family Support Service are able to
support you through all ages and stages of
your child’s development. If you would like
more information or support please
contact them on 0131 442 8840 or email
info@dsscotland.org.uk to be put through to
your local Family Support Officer.
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Healthcare Survey

by Rachel le Noan, Policy Officer

We received 418 forms back – 201 from adults
with Ds and 217 from parents/carers and I would
first like to thank you for completing the survey
this has been a fantastic response!
Many members reported that they receive good
services in terms of healthcare with staff that are
attentive to their needs which is positive.
However your responses also reveal that even
when services and staff are helpful and
effective there is overall room for improvement.
You are notably asking for better awareness of Ds
amongst professionals across all services. It is
encouraging to read about examples of good
practice in your comments and we will share
them in order to try and improve services for all.
Unfortunately however the evidence also
suggests that too many children and adults with
Ds are still confronted by poor attitudes which at
times result in a lack of care and clear disrespect
towards them and their families. Adults with Ds
would like longer appointments to be able to
properly discuss their concerns. They would also
like shorter waiting times when they are waiting
to be seen by a doctor or in hospital. Long waits
can make them feel more nervous. Many of them
also tell of their struggle with their weight even
though they try and eat healthily and exercise.
Finally too many adults as well as their parents
strongly feel that they are simply not being
listened too by professionals. ‘I HAVE A VOICE!’ is
the call from one respondent who would
resonate with many members across Scotland.
As for parents/carers, many question the skills
of some professionals from health visitors to
consultants when assessing your child. You also
raise the issue of terminology and the fact that
too many times your child may be referred to as
a ‘Down’s kid’. A lot of parents also explain how
their concerns do not seem to always be taken
seriously which can leave some of you feeling
isolated and upset. It will come as no surprise
that you often also have to fight for your child’s
20
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rights to be respected. Many amongst you also
commented on the care they received during
pregnancy or after the birth of your baby. Finally
it shows that many respondents are aware of the
health conditions associated with Down’s
syndrome, yet it appears that comprehensive
annual check-ups as recommended by the Royal
College of General Practitioners are not always
carried out.
One of the Scottish Government’s priorities is
for people with learning disabilities to “enjoy
the highest attainable standard of living, health
and family life” (Keys to Life: Implementation
Framework and Priorities 2015-2017). Some of
you have access to great services and can rely
on good support from health staff, yet it is also
apparent that the voices of people with Ds are
not always listened to; staff need more time and
resources to access training. Urgent attention
should also be given to ante/post-natal care and
the support given to parents at that time. A fuller
report on the results of the questionnaire will
be published soon and will be shared with the
Scottish Government and other agencies to help
improve services for you and your family.
If you would like more information about this
survey and our findings please contact Rachel on
0131 442 8849 or at Rachel@dsscotland.org.uk.
There will be regular updates on this on our
website and the e-bulletin.
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Your small change could make a huge difference.
Our little home money boxes can hold as much as £20 in change and make a big
difference to Down’s Syndrome Scotland.

£20 could pay for one of our New Baby Packs. Over 1,000 members & professionals are
mailed a copy of Full Potential. If everyone filled their home money box that’s £20,000 and
that could pay for a Family Support Officer for a whole year!

Together, one little box can make a huge difference.
Whether it’s emptying your coppers or using the box as a swear box we would be
delighted with your support.

We have inserted one of our boxes in to each copy of Full Potential. Simply fill it up with

the coins you have around the house and when it is full send the money into us using one of
the methods listed on the bottom of the box.

If you would like a new box at any time just give us a call on 0131 442 8840.
A little change can make a big change!
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GALLERY

Gallery

Armand Du Toit with his big
sister Dakota.

Ella McCann (9 months) in her
Daddy’s t-shirt before he took
part in the Forth Road Bridge
Abseil.

Harry Davie loves having his
photo taken.

Mikyla Hill (9) enjoyed a day at the
fair.

Eilidh Liston doing hospital in style.

Alana Brown (9) enjoyed her day out at
the beach.

If you have pictures you would like to share with us in Full Potential, please feel free to
email us at editor@dsscotland.org.uk or contact us through our Facebook page.
22
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About Us

Down’s Syndrome
Awareness Week
20th- 26th March
We have an action packed
awareness week planned! Find
out more on our website.

Golf Classic
21st April
Join us for a day of golf at St.
Andrew’s Kittocks Course. Visit
our website for more details.

Down’s Syndrome Scotland
works to help people with
Down’s syndrome reach
their full potential by
providing information and
support to them, their
families, carers and
professionals.
We work to improve the
quality of life for everyone
in Scotland with Down’s
syndrome and their families.

Contact Us
Forth Rail Bridge Abseil
21st May & 15th October
There is still time to join our
abseil teams for 2017. Contact
fundraising@dsscotland.org.uk
for more information.

Live Hour
Don’t forget the Family
Support Team are available on
Facebook and Twitter on the
21st of every month (or the
closest Friday) for Live Hour.
More details of this are
included in our e-bulletin.

Learning Disability Awareness
Week
th
19 - 25th June
The Scottish Commission for
Learning Disability (SCLD) have
a full programme of events,
check their website for ways to
get involved.

AGM

Down’s Syndrome Scotland’s
Annual General Meeting
November 2017
This years AGM will be held in
November 2017. More details
will be available on our website
closer to the time.

Become a fan of Down’s Syndrome Scotland
Follow us @DSScotland
Subscribe to us www.youtube.com/user/DSScotland
Subscribe to our monthly e-bulletin www.dsscotland.org.uk/ebulletin
A Charitable Company Limited by Guarantee, registered in Scotland No. 356717, Charity No. SC011012
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Down’s Syndrome
Scotland
Riverside House
502 Gorgie Road
Edinburgh
EH11 3AF
T: 0131 442 8840
E: info@dsscotland.org.uk

Disclaimer

Articles in this newsletter
reflect the opinions of the
contributors. These are not
necessarily the views of
Down’s Syndrome Scotland.

On our cover

Lucy McCulloch, Eve
Crawford and Matthew
Gordon who took part in
our autumn photoshoot.

Get ready to take part in
our Lots of Socks campaign
Help us create a brighter future for children born today
with Down’s Syndrome. On 21st March we’re asking people
to put their best foot forward and help us raise vital funds.
Join in the fun and support our Lots of Socks Day.
For more information call 0131 442 8840 or visit
dsscotland.org.uk and wear those socks with pride.
Scottish Charity No. SC011012

